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Speech is highly variable
• Variation can be random but also structured and systematic.
• Physiological differences across speakers

o e.g., Same vowels, different formants depending on the size of the vocal tract 
(children vs. female vs. male)

• Sociolinguistic differences across speakers
o Dialect, age, gender (above and beyond expected by the physiology), etc.

• Linguistically conditioned variation
o Prosodic (stressed vs. unstressed syllables, phrase boundary vs. medial) 
o Segmental (coarticulatory influence of adjacent segments)
o Stylistic (casual vs. careful vs. contrastive)
o Lexical (thyme vs. time)



Listeners adjust
• Listeners, for the most part, calibrate their perception taking into account the 

relevant contexts, and successfully converge on the intended target structure. 



Listeners adjust for coarticulation
• Dutch /s/ ~ /ʃ/: 

o coarticulatory lip rounding before /y/ (vs. /i/) systematically lowers frication noise 
frequency, making it more /ʃ/-like. 

o Ambiguous /s/~ /ʃ/ continuum spliced to /y/ vs. /i/ vowel contexts. 
o Listeners’ response compensates for the coarticulatory effect and systematically 

shifts the reponse toward /s/ in rounding context. 

(Mitterer 2006)

More /ʃ/ like--------------------------More /s/ like



Listeners adjust for talker dialects
• Dialect variation in Korean stops (VOT vs. F0 on the following vowel)

o Chinese Korean (Hunchun & Dandong) vs. Seoul Korean; more f0 use in SK
o Matched guise test – same stimuli, different talker dialect framing
o More use of f0 in Seoul than in Local condition
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Models of speech perception
• Exemplar-based model of speech perception (Pierrehumbert 2001, 2015)

o Rich acoustic detail is stored such that speaker- and situation-specific information 
may be used in later perception.

• Belief-updating model of perceptual adaptation (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015)
o Whenever listeners recognize consistencies in the speech signal for a given situation, they 

will track situation- or speaker-specific distributions of acoustic cues. These specifically 
adapted models of cue distributions will be reapplied in perception when the situation or 
the speaker is recognized again.

o The interpretation of the speech signal is ideally modulated by appropriate top-
down information about a given situation.

• What types of cue distributions and situational properties are being tracked is 
an empirical question.



Speech rate variation
• Fast speech vs. Slow speech 

o Segment shortening
o gestural overlap
o articulatory reduction
o prosodic reorganization
o deletion of segments and syllables, etc. 
(Cohen Priva and Gleason 2018; Crystal and House 1988; Ernestus 2014; Fougeron and Jun 1998)



Listeners adjust for speech rate
• Rate-dependent speech perception

o Identical stimuli are more likely to be heard as “long” when embedded in fast 
speech and “short” in slow speech. 

o Attested for a range of durationally signalled contrasts – voicing, manner of 
articulation (ba vs. wa), lexical stress, word segmentation, segmental/syllable 
deletion. 

o More consistent effects are found when the speech rate cue is proximal (adjacent 
segments) than distal (same utterance, one or more syllables away). 

(Allen and Miller 1999; Kang et al. 2018; Miller et al. 1986; Nagao and de Jong 2007; Port, 1979; Reinisch & Sjerps, 
2013; Summerfield, 1981, Bosker, 2017; Mitterer 2018; Gordon 1988, Wade & Holt 2005, Reinisch, Jesse, & McQueen, 
2011; Reinisch, Jesse, & McQueen 2011; Dilley & Pitt 2010, Baese-Berk, et al. 2014, 2019; Heffner et al., 2017)



Current study
• Japanese

o Length is contrastive for both vowels and consonants. 
o A good language to explore the difference between vowels and consonants and 

manipulate them separately. 



Research questions
• Q1: Do listeners use distal rate normalization when perceiving vowel and stop quantity 

contrasts in Japanese?
o Previously, distal speech rates have been shown to affect vowel contrast perception (Hirata & 

Lambacher 2004) but questioned for stops. 
o For stops, it has been argued that the invariant ratio of target step and adjacent vowels is sufficient 

(Hirata & Whiton 2005; Amano & Hirata 2010; Idemaru & Guion-Anderson 2010). 

• Q2: What are the differences (if any) in rate normalization for vowels vs. stops?
o Similar to English (Port 1981), the duration of Japanese vowels was impacted more than stops by 

speaking rate (Kuwabara 1997), potentially making rate a more important cue for vowel length than 
for stop length. 

à Exp 1 
• Q3: Is rate normalization category-specific (i.e., stop perception is primarily modulated by 

duration of relevant segments in ambient speech) or dependent on global speech rate (i.e., 
stop perception is modulated by duration of all segments in ambient speech)?
à Exp 2, 3, 4  & 5



Overall methods
• Experiments built using jsPsych (de Leeuw, 2015, Ryu 2018)
• Stimuli

o Four vowel and four consonant minimal pairs.
– /kado/ ~ /kaːdo/,  /biru/ ~ /biːru/, /medo/ ~ /meːdo/, /toʃo/ ~ /toːʃo/
– /meta/ ~ /metːa/, /tate/ ~ /tatːe/, /kako/ ~ /kakːo/, /ika/ ~ /ikːa/
o A male native speaker of Japanese produced each target word embedded in a carrier sentence 

(Takeuchi-san wa totemo odayaka ni ___ to hatsuonshita)
o The carrier was designed to avoid long segments. 

• Duration continua were created from productions of both a long and short member of each 
word pair.

• The steps for each continuum were chosen to make estimated responses comparable across 
continua, based on a 10-listener pre-test.

• Participants recruited via CrowdWorks, a Japanese crowdsourcing site: 30 for Experiment 1, 
and 40 each for Experiments 2, 3, 4 & 5.

• Statistical analysis: logistic mixed-effects models



Exp 1
• Research question: Does perceptual rate normalization occur for both vowels 

and consonants, and to what extent?
• Target segment manipulation

o A 9-step durational continuum was created for each baseline word.
o Speech rate manipulation: The same carrier sentence token was spliced to all target 

word stimuli and the duration of the carrier sentence was manipulated: 20% faster 
or 20% slower than original production (8 pairs *2 words * 9 duration steps * 2 
speech rates = 288 stimuli) 
fast slow

• If listeners use rate normalization, we expect faster carriers to predict more 
‘long’ responses, and vice versa.



Exp 1 results
• Rate does play a role, but that it is stronger for consonants than vowels, contrary 

to our expectation.
o Whether the original stimulus (pre-manipulation) was long or short also plays a 

large role, and this effect is stronger for vowels than consonants.
o This is likely due to pitch accent information: originally-long stimuli have a steeper 

pitch fall than originally short ones (Kozasa, 2005).



Exp 2
• Research Question: Do listeners use overall rate or category-specific exemplars for rate 

normalization?
• Speech rate manipulation: 

o We manipulated either the overall duration of the carrier, or just the duration of the 
vowels, to achieve the same overall rate of 20% faster or 20% slower. (8 pairs * 2 words * 
5 duration steps * 2 speech rates * 2 manipulation types = 360 stimuli)
Vowel only manipulation: fast slow
(vowel: 36%, consonant: 0%)
Overall manipulation: fast slow
(vowel: 20%, consonant: 20%)

• If listeners normalize using category-specific exemplars, vowels and consonants should 
show different rate effects across the two manipulation conditions. 

• If listeners normalize using overall speech rate, the manipulation condition should have 
no effect. 



Exp 2 results
• Significant three-way interaction of manipulation method (overall, vowel-only), category 

(vowels, consonants), and speech rate (fast, slow). Post-hoc tests were conducted. 

• Consonants: 
o Rate has a stronger effect for consonants in the overall manipulation condition (i.e., where 

consonant duration were varied), compared to the vowel-only manipulation condition. A 
larger difference between the solid lines than dotted lines in the consonant condition.

o This indicates that category-specific exposure matter. 



Exp 2 results
• Significant three-way interaction of manipulation method (overall, vowel-only), category 

(vowels, consonants), and speech rate (fast, slow). Post-hoc tests were conducted. 

• Consonants: 
o Rate effect was found even when the consonant duration was not varied (overall 

manipulation condition). The two dotted lines diverge significantly.  
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specific information.



Exp 2 results
• Significant three-way interaction of manipulation method (overall, vowel-only), category 

(vowels, consonants), and speech rate (fast, slow). Post-hoc tests were conducted. 

• Vowels: 
o The effect of rate on vowels does not vary significantly by the manipulation condition. The 

dotted and solid lines do not differ. I.e., whether the vowel duration is changed by 20% or 
37% did not affect the perception. 



Exp 3
• Pitch accent may play a larger role for vowels, making them less sensitive to 

speech rate variation in general, so the finer effect between the two manipulation 
conditions does not emerge.

• We replicate Exp 2, but with a flat pitch — the pitch cue is no longer available.
Vowel only manipulation: fast slow

Overall manipulation: fast slow

• Original duration * category effect disappeared. 
o After removing pitch accent, original duration of the base word for vowels did not 

matter more than for consonants. 
• Still no manipulation method * rate interaction on vowels. 



Exp 4
• Replicated Exp 3, but with the manipulation conditions presented in separate 

blocks to enforce the manipulation condition differences. 
• Still no manipulation method * rate interaction on vowels.



Exp 5
• Mirror image of Exp 2 --
• Speech rate manipulation: 

o We manipulated either the overall duration of the carrier, or just the duration of the 
consonants, to achieve the same overall rate of 20% faster or 20% slower. (8 pairs * 2 
words * 5 duration steps * 2 speech rates * 2 manipulation types = 360 stimuli)
Consonants only manipulation: fast slow
(vowel: 0%, consonant: X%)
Overall manipulation: fast slow
(vowel: 20%, consonant: 20%)

• If listeners normalize using category-specific exemplars, vowels and consonants 
should show different rate effects across the two manipulation conditions. 

• If listeners normalize using overall speech rate, the manipulation condition 
should have no effect. 





Discussion
• Evidence for overall speech rate effect

o Robust rate-dependent perception even when the consonants or the vowels per se 
were not varied in duration.

• Evidence for category-specific exemplar effects is more nuanced. 
o Consonants

§ A significant but small difference in perception depending on whether the consonant 
duration was varied or not (0 % 20% ??%) in the ambient speech. 

§ The effect is very small and this may be due to the fact that we avoided long consonants 
in the carrier and in a way, there is no direct exemplar of long segments available in the 
ambient speech. 

o Vowels – no difference between manipulation methods (0% vs. 20% vs. 37%). 
§ Vowels are overall more tuned to the overall speech rate than category specific 

information.  



Future Studies 
• Use a carrier sentence with short vs. long consonants and vowels, to provide 

closely matched exemplars of the target contrasts. 
• The current study looked at the “distal” rate effects – speech rate in the same 

utterance but one or more syllables away from the target. How would this 
finding extend to “habitual” speech rate?
o Will the global effect still persist? 
o Will the category specific effect still persist?
o Will the relative balance of the two change?



Conclusion
• We explored the nature of perceptual compensation of speech rate variation.  
• Do Japanese listeners track category-specific exemplars or overall speech rates in 

distal speech?
o Both. Japanese listeners are sensitive to both overall distal speech rate while also 

showing category specific exemplar effects in consonant perception.
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